WHAT IS
ECSTASY?
Ecstasy, or “E”, is the designer
drug of the 90’s. Besides being a
potent stimulant and mild
hallucinogen, it is psychologically
addictive – meaning that the
user can become dependent
after experiencing a “high” while
on the drug.
Ecstasy is known as the “party /
dance/ love drug”, and is
extremely popular at rave or
trance parties where techno,
house or trance music is played
all night through.
Users see, hear and feel things
differently to what they are called (hallucinating), experience
the
music
as
extremely
“meaningful”, fills them with
energy besides increasing their
staying power. Many users can
jive/dance the entire night
through

HOW DO I
IDENTIFY IT?
The tablet, or capsule,
comes in varying sizes
and colors, the original
having been white with a
peace dove on it. Many,
nowadays, are similar in
appearance to Panado.
As Ecstasy is illegal, it
may be mixed (cut) with
other physically addictive
substances
such
as
tranquilizers,
amphetamines
and
codeine,
heroin,
cocaine,
rat
poison, chalk, caffeine and
aspirin.

WHICH IS WHY
USERS
NORMALLY
CHEW GUM

WHAT ARE THE
SYMPTOMS?
Dry mouth
Decreased sleeping,
resting, appetite
Dilated pupils
Decreased co-ordination
Sweating
Muscle spasms
Unsteadiness
Blurred Vision
Thirst
Teeth grinding

EFFECTS?
Mental illness
Stiff muscles
Breathing problems
Energetic
Fits
Coma
Blood clotting
Brain hemorrhages
Heart failure

THE DAMNING
FACTS ON
Long-term Effects:
Damage to brain and Liver
Death
Depression
Decreased immune system
Sexually transmitted diseases

ONE ECSTASY PILL CAN
DAMAGE
THE BRAIN FOREVER!!!

Is it worth the
gamble?
Choose your destiny.
Don’t self-destruct!
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BE SMART
DON’T START!

Published in the interest of a
more sustainable, healthy
lifestyle rather than being
a captive of drugs!

